
R
elent less, looking for discoverers

Accounting•	
Administration	of	•	
Justice
Agriculture•	
Anthropology•	
Art•	
Astronomy•	
Biology•	
Business	•	
Administration
Chemistry•	
Communication•	
Computer	Science•	
Economics•	
Education*•	
English•	
Environmental	•	
Science
Environmental	Studies•	
Geography•	
Geology•	
Hawaiian	Studies•	
Health	&	Physical	•	
Education

Masters & Doctorate Programs
Counseling	Psychology	(MA)
Education	(M.Ed)
Hawaiian	Language	&	Literature	(MA)
Indigenous	Language	&		
	 Culture	Education	(MA)
Teaching	(MA)
Tropical	Conservation	Biology	&
	 Environmental	Science	(MS)

Hawaiian	&	Indigenous	Language		
	 Revitalization	(Ph.D)
Nursing	Practice	(DNP)
Pharmaceutical	Sciences	(Ph.D.)
Pharmacy	(Pharm.D)

History•	
Japanese	Studies•	
Liberal	Studies	(LS)•	
Linguistics•	
Marine	Science•	
Mathematics•	
Natural	Science•	
Nursing•	
Performing	Arts•	
Music
Drama
Dance

Philosophy•	
Physics•	
Political	Science•	
Psychology•	
Religious	Studies	(LS)•	
Sociology•	
Pre-Law•	
Pre-Medicine•	
Pre-Nursing•	
Pre-Pharmacy•	
Pre-Veterinarian•	

Undergraduate Majors

*Certificate
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The wind whispers, seeking edventurers

Calling intrepid daring explorers

Seeking
edVenturers



Join the edVenture

A Living, Learning Laboratory

Excellent Academic Programs

An Emphasis on Discovery

We are seeking students with an adventurous spirit interested in learning 
through discovery, activity based learning and giving back to their 
communities through service learning. Our programs are designed to engage 
and challenge you in the same way that an adventure would, be it through 
travel, working in the field doing research, helping in the community or 
engaging in many of the healthy activities the island has to offer.

As a UH Hilo student you can study 
and live in the middle of one of 
the world’s greatest earth science 
laboratories. The island of Hawai‘i 
features 11 of the world’s 13 climatic 
zones, all within a short distance from 
each other, offering a wide variety of 
unique physical and environmental 
features for study. You would have the 
opportunity to study active volcanoes, deep 
ocean environments with a multitude of 
unique marine life, plant life and habitats found 
nowhere else on earth.

UH Hilo will provide you with rich 
opportunities and a vibrant learning 
community to reach your potential 
in your professional and personal 
life. We believe in fostering your 
learning and achievement by providing 
a caring and engaging environment where 
you can collaborate with others and overcome 

differences to tackle real-world problems. We will work to connect 
your experience to the people, culture, geography and environment of 

Hawai‘i as well as infuse cultural knowledge and ways of knowing 
into the fabric of our academic and social activities.

The experience at UH Hilo focuses on 
learning through discovery. Here you 
will find many opportunities for hands-
on learning, applied research as well as 
enjoy a close interaction with faculty in 
your area of interest.

The UH Hilo campus 
is an environment 
that requires an 
adventurous spirit. 
If it’s participating in 
prestigious international 
competitions, traveling the 
globe for study abroad or semester at sea, or just working in 
the diverse environment that is Hawai‘i, you will obtain a unique 
experience that will challenge you and help you to grow.

The UH Hilo Experience


